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• Abstract (300 words):
We describe the motivations, theory, context, and realization of an augmented reality community art project that leverages geolocated media to engage children in civic life through storytelling and art making. HereWeArt (2018) is a smartphone app that combines AR and geolocation to position the artworks of children and youth as a site-specific public art exhibition. HereWeArt visualizes child-like wonder through creativity, while also raising questions of collaboration, youth civic engagement, and playing with ideas of sustainability in digital artwork. Geo-located AR art as a placemaking project amplifies the social and cultural contexts of a place. Engaging children in the initial creative process has important implications for cognitive development related to learning, creativity, and civic engagement. HereWeArt makes the most of these opportunities by involving children in civic engagement through inclusion of their creative artwork in a placemaking project. With reference to the notion of “placemaking” (LeFebvre 1991; Schneekloth, 1995), we consider how AR and geolocation amplify children’s voices in civic engagement. We offer a self-reflexive account of the development, production, and deployment of HereWeArt at an urban art festival. We find that including children’s voices in an AR placemaking project provides a variety of empowering narratives: initialization of youth civic engagement, raising agency of young
people, developing new associations with mobile devices, and new approaches to sustainable placemaking.
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